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About This Game

As a member of Delta Force — The Army's Elite, top secret special forces unit — the word 'impossible' is not in your
vocabulary. In Delta Force, you will conduct missions swiftly and silently, in every possible terrain, under every imaginable

condition and through unconventional means.
Features

Immersive environment consists of real-world effects, such as bridges that creak, insects that buzz, flocks of birds that
form and re-form, and fish that bite.

Watch your enemy's every move, listen for their approach then strike with brutal precision over the most heartbreaking
pieces of terrain the world has ever seen.

Play in either 1st or 3rd person across miles and miles of vast outdoor environments. Engage the enemy over
unprecedented distances.

Play over 40 gut-wrenching missions across five continents ranging from airfield takedowns in Central Asia to clearing
out S. American cartels to stopping Nuclear terrorism in Northern Russia.
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I wanted to like this game. The gameplay is solid for an old game. This game just has terrible controls and no good way to play.
This game does not support a proper full screen mode and is still made to be played on older PC screens that are not 1920x1080.
Even the windowed mode is too tiny to play. Seems like you need a 480p screen to play properly.. Really old game. The
graphics are very pixelated. but it's still fun to play through the missons. Multiplayer is dead.
It still runs perfectly on Windows 10, which I find amazing.. GPREAHICS RPAGHAIDS
AGDAS0JGW9I2109U2109I0-31201322. i remember playing this on my dads pc when i was a kid, still looks like poop but
also still just as fun. Pros:

-Nice old FPS with Single Player campaigns;
-Works on Windows 10;
-Comes on cheap bundle on Steam.

Cons:

-A bit repetitive. It really needs long distance shots.

Tips:

-Get 1024x768 resolution editing the file "df.cfg" in the folder "C:\Program Files (x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\Delta
Force\", changing "game_res" and "max_res" to "5";
-Get Fullscreen with the software dgVoodoo.
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Very fun "tactical" shooter. Huge levels and good combat system. I love how fast you die, one mistake and restart the whole
mission, but it manages to feel fair and seems more reallistic this way. It also has quiet "destructible" environment. If you shoot
barrels - nearby huts or cars explode too.
Through it could have been less repetitive and I wish that level design had more detail like more trees, more houses, grass. I bet
it was capable of that, because some games before had more detail in environment

7/10. still one of the best FPS series. loved it again for its simplicity.. Before pixelated graphics were "cool", Delta Force was
busy kicking 5 pixel tall bad guys' @$$ all around the world.

The old school tactical FPS before Ghost Recon took over. Lots of fun and not too difficult. (Vs. the old Ghost recon games
where once you step into view of the enemy, you're going to die if you don't have your squadmates act as cannon fodder.)

Your typical mission: Follow the waypoints, shoot all the bad guys. Don't get killed yourself. Congratulations, mission
successful. "You defeated the bad guys. You're making the world a safer place! Also, intel recovered during this mission has
lead to the whereabouts of badder bad guys!" Enter: the next mission.

PROS:
-Open world combat
-Customizable controls
-Realistic Military weapons with alt fire modes for primary weapons (M4 + M203, MP5SD, M249 SAW, M40A1 Sniper,
Barrett .50 Cal Sniper, Colt .45 Pistol, .22 Suppressed Pistol)
-Customizable loadout (to an extent - I wish they would let you choose 2 primary guns instead of one gun and one explosive
weapon or double ammo)
-Options for tweaking missions/difficulty (Player HP, Enemy HP, Enemy AI, Powerups, Radar)
-runs on windows 7 64bit
-shooting bad guys (stick pixel figures)

CONS:
-max 1024x768 resolution
-low res textures, low poly models, low quality animations. Come on.. what do you expect?
-I can't detonate the satchels :(
-Did not get to kill Osama Bin Laden. U can make a song in the menu. U can also shoot terrorists. Similar to Arma 3 Apex with
graphic from 1998. Two thumbs up.

. Such a classic game! I used to play the demo which came with Comanche: Gold. I thought it was hard then and buggy. Though
it's actually easier when I play it now! It was pretty long back then, but now, I beat a mission in 5 mins! Though I prefer it when
it was longer. Memories. Don't mind the graphics, it's like 8 bits. Great game. 10/10! You have to buy it and the other games in
the series, especially Black Hawk Down! So fun!. Oh how we played this Novalogic game back in the late 90's. The Voxel
graphics, the birds circling over the battlefield - were usually the first to die. The collegue of mine shooting me in the back. The
AI shooting through walls. Overall it was fun, the graphics are severely dated, the AI is ancient and would only be good today
for giving general directions in a GPS, but playing DF with friends in a LAN or intenet was always fun. TBH, i just bought this
and DF2 for sentimental reasons, and not because they are great shooters or anything. DFLW wasnt as much fun though.. My
Dad loves this game.. Very nice little game. It has, in my opinion, aged very well compared to other early shooters. The only
issue I have is the default control scheme, which can be changed in the options menu anyway so that isn't really a huge issue.
The weapon variety is limited compared to its sequels, but all of them are useful in their own way. As for levels, the game has a
decent number. Five campaigns with multiple missions each. The levels are open world as well. While the worlds are fairly
empty except for vegitation or rocks, the ability to pretty much alter the path you take in missions entirely is quite fun..
Nostalgic! Still the AI is pretty impressive..though the graphics are pixelated its much better than most FPS games of its
time..and Yes, its quite challenging as well.
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